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The formation of a Bose-Einstein condensate in the interior of helium white dwarfs stars is discussed. 
Following the proposal made by Gabadadze and Rosen, we have explored the consequences of such a 
mechanism by calculating the cooling time of the stars. We have found that it is shorter than the value 
predicted by the standard model.
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1. Introduction
The existence of a charged condensate, as a possible state of 
matter in the interior of white dwarf (WD) stars, has been sug­
gested in Refs. [1-5], In the simplest scenario, WD stars are de­
scribed as compact objects made of 4He-nuclei and electrons. If 
the temperature is low enough, helium nuclei could form a con­
densate, e.g. a quantum state of macroscopic size with all the nu­
clei in their ground state and in presence of background fermions 
(electrons). The formation of such a condensate depends upon the 
inter-particle distance and, subsequently, of the correlation length 
between pairs of interacting nuclei. Under normal conditions [6], 
a WD has nuclear densities of the order of 6 x 10 4 MeV3 up 
to 6 x IO1 MeV3, to which we associate inter-particle distances 
of the order of 200 to 2000 fm, that is in the range of 20 to 
200 times the diameter of a helium nucleus. This condition seem­
ingly excludes strong interactions between nuclei of 4 He. There­
fore, if the temperature is low enough, one would expect to find 
signals of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) of a non-interacting 
system of helium nuclei [1-5], In the present work, we explore 
the consequences of the formation of a BEC regime in a system 
of 4He-nuclei interacting with photons at temperatures of the or­
der of T ~ 105 5—10s I< and at WD densities. In a subsequent 
paper (Ref. [7]) we investigate the thermal evolution of the WD- 
luminosity in a detailed manner. The Letter is organized as follows. 
In Section 2 we present the formalism of BEC by adapting the con­
ventional quantum statistical mechanics framework to the descrip­
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tion of extended media. After solving the equations which yield 
the spectrum of vector transversal, longitudinal and scalar bosons, 
we construct the thermodynamical functions of the BEC regime. As 
a first step we perform the calculation of the specific heat. In Sec­
tion 3 we discuss the cooling of helium WD in presence of BEC. 
Finally, in Section 4 we draw our conclusions.
2. The physics of a charged condensate
In a series of recent papers [1-5], the interior a WD star was 
described as an interacting system of 4He-nuclei. The formation 
of a condensate in a system composed of photons, electrons and 
4He-nuclei was discussed, by applying the Lagrangian formalism. 
We shall review, in the following, the relevant features of such a 
formalism, which is a proper tool to account for interactions in an 
extended media.
The starting point, for the formalism of Ref. [3], consists of the 
solution of the bosonic excitations described by the Lagrangian
= ¿photon + ¿elec + ¿{¡7 + ¿He.photon' U )
where
¿photon = 1 '
¿elec = ^(!y/lD/< ~meyp +llfW.
47 =
<Photon = 2e24CT2'
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In these expressions a is the scalar field, Atl is the photon field 
(Ap = Ap + y^8llo'), Us is the chemical potential for the de­
nuclei, and Ffn. = àf/Av — dvA^. In the fermion sector is the 
electron field, D/; = Up + ieAp, and /ij is the chemical potential 
of the electrons. In these expressions we have adopted the conven­
tion h = c = 1.
According to Ref. [3], to obtain the spectrum of small perturba­
tions, one can write the fields in terms of small perturbations:
~ '"HeAo = -^ + 3Ao.
2e
Aj = SAj (3)
In the above equation mne is the rest-mass of 4 He and Jo is the 
electron number-density. After replacing these expression in the 
Lagrangian of Eq. (1), and after some algebra, one obtains the fol­
lowing Lagrangian for bosonic perturbations
£ = + |O/.<^)2 + 2M28a8A0
+ ^m20(8A0)2-^m2(8Aj)2, (4)
where
f/iv = <\i8Av - dv8Afj,, 
my = 2e^ 
M2 = mqemy,
2 2 , n 2 (371^ Jo)2/3
mQ=mJ, + 2e-------- 5------
Jo
2mHe'
(5)
From the above Lagrangian one can calculate the spectrum of small 
perturbations, and obtain the energies of the boson fields, which 
are written
(7)
where the factors S?'* (a = Tr, L, S), are the energies of vector 
transversal (Tr), longitudinal (L) and scalar (S) bosonic excitations 
[3], The mass for the scalar mode is
m0
Fig. 1. Energy spectrum for the scalar, longitudinal and transversal modes of Eqs. (6), 
(7) and (8), for Jo = IQ-6 MeV3.
This mass depends on the electron number density (Jo) (see 
Eqs. (5)). For a WD, this density is in the interval Jo - (10 G— 
10:) MeV3, given a mass ms in the range 12 MeV-40 MeV, and 
a mass my of the order of 2 x lO 5-6 x 10 5 MeV. In Fig. 1 we 
present the spectrum of the vector and scalar fields for a given 
value of the electron density Jo. We shall now turn the attention 
to the calculation of the heat capacity for an interacting system of 
4He-nuclei. The bosonic contribution for the grand canonical po­
tential ¡2bos (fcB = 1) is written
-i2b0S(z. V. T)
= -t ^2 gaV i77777111 _z“e n‘/r)- (9)
where T is the temperature, za is the fugacity and ga is the boson 
degeneration factor. Following the canonical prescription of quan­
tum statistical mechanics one can calculate the particle-number 
density, p, and the energy from the grand potential iibos [8], and 
the heat capacity Cy. In the interior of a helium-WD, the elec­
trons are strongly degenerate. Thus, the contribution to the heat 
capacity due to electrons is negligible when compared to the con­
tribution due to the non-degenerate nuclei. For this reason we did 
not include electrons in the present treatment of the cooling of 
helium-WD.
The Bose-Einstein condensation occurs when a macroscopically 
large number of particles occupy the zeroth-momentum quantum 
state. The fugacity in the BEC is constant and z = 1 for T < Tc, 
where Tc is the temperature of condensation. This temperature is 
calculated by fixing the density p and solving the equation
[F(0c)]V3'
(10)
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The structure of the function F \ } of the above equation is rather
involved. For the sake of completeness we show it for the scalar 
mode, namely
F(0) =
eV - 1
where
(y + 0)
-, mi
(1 + 0) - TTT7<Z>
(y+ 0)o2(y.0)a(y.</>)
m2
-?-02(y + 0)2
mj;
ml + m2
m2
+
+
and 0= The condensation temperatures, Tc, for the longitu­
dinal and transversal modes are, for the considered densities, at 
least one or two orders of magnitude smaller than the lowest limit 
for Tc computed for the scalar mode. In other words, the contribu­
tion of these modes yields values of the condensation temperature 
much outside the range allowed by helium-WD conditions. The 
heat capacity is written
|Q2V'°(y.0.x = l)
+ Q2°'1 '1(y.0.x = l)
+ 2Q1 ;1 '°(y.0.X = l)
Cv = ér3
+ Q2i;°(y.0.À = l) . (11)
G' = ér3
for T < Tc, and
|Q2 71'o(y.0.x) + Q2°'1 '1(y.0.x)
+ 2Q1 '1 '°(y.0.À) + Q21o1'°(y.0.À)
- ( | Qi2.7 1 °(y- 0- *) + Qi0'!'1 (I'- À)
2
X (j QoV'0^-+ QoT 
for T > Tc. In Eqs. (11) and (12)
Qnfl;^(y,0,X) = I dy[(e^-1-l)~y(y + 0)m
0
X [û2(y.0)]<I[û'(y.0)]i’[a(y.0)]c].
and
In the absence of the condensation (no-BEC regime) the equation 
for the heat capacity yields Cy = 2.
3. Cooling of helium-WD considering charged condensation
We shall now focus the attention on the calculation of the cool­
ing time of a He-WD, in presence of the BEC phenomenon. The 
luminosity of a star can be written as [9] 
where t is the time. Considering the Rosseland opacity, as given 
in terms of the Kramers approximation, and integrating the equa­
tions of hydrostatic equilibrium and radiative transport, we find 
the luminosity of the WD as a function of the temperature T. of 
the degenerate interior (see Eq. (4.1.11) of [9]). We can express the 
luminosity as a function of the temperature
(14)
(15)
Using the previous equations, and considering the specific heat per 
ion as the only quantity that depends on the temperature, we can 
determine the cooling time At of the WD by
At=|/^dT- i16)
Tf
One can then perform the integral by using the expression for the 
specific heat per particle cv (see Section 2), and obtain the ra­
tio between the cooling time in presence of BEC, and the cooling 
time without the BEC-mechanism as a function of the final tem­
perature. In Fig. 2 we show the results of this ratio for the density 
p = io6^. For a fixed density the cooling time in presence of 
BEC, near the critical temperature, is greater than the one pre­
dicted by the standard model (no BEC situation). However, once 
the condensate is formed, the ratio between them goes to zero, 
since the heat capacity of the standard model is constant. Because 
the specific heat content of the WD interior falls with its tem­
perature, the WD cools faster than predicted by the standard the­
ory.
So far, we have not included crystallization as a possible mech­
anism in the cooling of a helium-WD, although it is true, indeed, 
that Coulomb interactions would favor a crystal structure. Follow­
ing the arguments of Van Horn [10] this should be the case if the 
quantity r
-1-,
(12)
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Fig. 2. Ratio between the cooling time in presence of BEC, ABec. and the standard 
cooling time with no BEC, An0BEC, as a function of the final temperature and for 
the density, p = IO6'—,. The value of Tc is given by Eq. (10) at the given density: 
Tc = 9.2 106 K.
_ ^Coulomb _ (Ze)2
SE'Dienoal dkgT
(where d is the average distance between nuclei) satisfies the con­
dition r > 170 [10], For the case of C-0 WD the densities and 
temperatures allow for this condition to be fulfilled. However, for 
the case of helium-WD Coulomb effects are much lower (F < 170). 
To achieve a value of r consistent with crystallization, a helium- 
WD must be much cooler, a process which needs a time scale 
larger than the age of the Universe.
4. Conclusions
by following the suggestion of Gabadadze and Rosen [1,2], We 
have explicitly adopted the BEC hypothesis to calculate the cool­
ing time of the star. As a consequence of the strong departure of 
the temperature dependence of the specific heat, due to the BEC 
phenomenon, the calculated cooling time is much shorter than the 
one predicted by standard model. It can, therefore, be concluded 
that the observation of a sharp variation of the cooling time may 
indeed confirm the predictions of [1,2], Work concerning the ef­
fects of BEC condensation on the luminosity curve of helium-WD 
is in progress and the results will be published elsewhere [7],
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Einstein condensation in the interior of helium white dwarfs stars,
